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REGULAR ARTICLE

Occluding the face diminishes the conceptual accessibility of an animate agent
Lilia Rissmana, Amanda Woodwardb and Susan Goldin-Meadowb,c

aCenter for Language Studies, Radboud University, Nijmegen, the Netherlands; bDepartment of Psychology, University of Chicago, Chicago, IL,
USA; cCenter for Gesture, Sign, and Language, University of Chicago, Chicago, IL, USA

ABSTRACT
The language that people use to describe events reflects their perspective on the event. This
linguistic encoding is influenced by conceptual accessibility, particularly whether individuals in
the event are animate or agentive – animates are more likely than inanimates to appear as
Subject of a sentence, and agents are more likely than patients to appear as Subject. We tested
whether perceptual aspects of a scene can override these two conceptual biases when they are
aligned: whether a visually prominent inanimate patient will be selected as Subject when pitted
against a visually backgrounded animate agent. We manipulated visual prominence by
contrasting scenes in which the face/torso/hand of the agent were visible vs. scenes in which
only the hand was visible. Events with only a hand were more often associated with passive
descriptions, in both production and comprehension tasks. These results highlight the power of
visual prominence to guide how people conceptualise events.
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1. Introduction

When people view an event, different perspectives on
the event are often available, and these perspectives
are reflected in the linguistic descriptions that people
choose. For example, an event may be described as the
sleek grey cat tipped over the plastic cup of water, or
simply she tipped the cup over, or even the cup was
tipped over. These choices are influenced by a variety
of conceptual, linguistic, and contextual factors, such as
the animacy of the individuals in the event, or whether
the person describing the event heard a linguistic
prime beforehand (see Bock & Ferreira, 2014; Bock,
Irwin, & Davidson, 2004; Ferreira & Slevc, 2007, for
review). The Subject of a sentence is a crucial indicator
of the perspective taken on an event. For example,
when describing a transitive event with an agent and a
patient, participants can either produce an active sen-
tence, with the agent as Subject (e.g. the cat tipped
over the water), or a passive sentence, with the patient
as Subject (e.g. the water was tipped over by the cat).1

Extensive research has confirmed that conceptual prop-
erties of an event (e.g. whether the agent is animate)
can influence choice of Subject. However, we know less
about the impact that lower-level visual properties of
events (e.g. whether an animate agent is visible) have
on event perspective and Subject choice. Here we ask

whether lower-level visual properties of how an event
is displayed can override conceptual properties of the
event, thus shaping the dominant perspective taken on
the event.

1.1. Conceptual accessibility

Sentence production is an incremental process that pro-
ceeds through multiple phases, including message for-
mation, grammatical function assignment, lexical
retrieval, structural assembly, and phonological spell-out
(Bock, 1982; Bock & Ferreira, 2014; Levelt, 1989). In
English and many other languages, the Subject of a sen-
tence is usually also the topic (Givon, 1983; Lambrecht,
1994). Thus active and passive sentences differ not only
in their Subject, but also in their topic; that is, the “empha-
sis” of the sentence (Bernolet, Hartsuiker, & Pickering,
2009), or what the sentence is primarily “about” (Brown
& Yule, 1983; Lambrecht, 1994). Bock and Warren (1985)
characterise this difference in terms of conceptual accessi-
bility: “conceptual accessibility is the ease with which the
mental representation of some potential referent can be
activated in or retrieved from memory .… accessible con-
cepts being those that are in some sense most ‘thinkable’”
(Bock & Warren, 1985, p. 50). Assuming an incremental
model of language production, entities that are more
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conceptually accessible are easier to mentally activate and
are therefore more likely to surface as Subject.

A variety of factors have been shown to influence con-
ceptual accessibility. One of the most robust and well
documented of these is animacy (Bock, 1986; Bock,
Loebell, & Morey, 1992; Branigan, Pickering, & Tanaka,
2008; Clark & Begun, 1971; Corrigan, 1986; Itagaki & Pri-
deaux, 1985; McDonald, Bock, & Kelly, 1993; Prat-Sala &
Branigan, 2000; see also Christianson & Ferreira, 2005).
In McDonald et al. (1993), for example, participants had
more success recalling active sentences with animate
agents (e.g. a farmer purchased a refrigerator) than
active sentences with inanimate agents (e.g. the sound
frightened the students). And in Prat-Sala and Branigan
(2000), speakers were more likely to produce passive
descriptions when the patient of an event was animate
than when the patient was inanimate (i.e. the man was
hit by the swing was more common than the scooter
was hit by the swing). Animacy also has a strong
influence on grammatical structure, affecting a range of
cross-linguistic patterns, including word order, differen-
tial object marking, and person systems (Aissen, 2003;
Comrie, 1979; Croft, 1988; Yamamoto, 1999).

Agency is another factor that has been shown to
influence conceptual accessibility.2 Agents are more
conceptually accessible than patients (Gleitman,
January, Nappa, & Trueswell, 2007; Prat-Sala & Branigan,
2000; van Nice & Dietrich, 2003; Vogels, Krahmer, &
Maes, 2013a). For example, in a norming study con-
ducted by Gleitman et al. (2007), when speakers
described scenes in which animacy was controlled (i.e.
both the agent and patient were animate), they over-
whelmingly produced active sentences, placing the
agent in Subject position on 86% of trials. The
influence of agency is also well documented with
respect to other aspects of grammatical structure,
with widespread cross-linguistic effects of agency on
word order, case-marking, and agreement (Comrie,
1989; Dowty, 1991; Primus, 1999).

Animacy and agency are both conceptual properties
of events: of the individual entities and their roles in
the event, respectively. Conceptual properties are not
alone, however, in influencing conceptual accessibility:
the linguistic and non-linguistic context of an event, as
well as perceptual features of the event, can also play a
role. For example, when participants describe pictures
with two entities, if they have seen one of the entities
beforehand, they are more likely to mention this entity
as Subject (Antón-Méndez, 2017; Osgood, 1971; Prentice,
1967; Sridhar, 1988), perhaps because it has become
familiar or Given in the discourse. Prat-Sala and Branigan
(2000) find a similar effect by manipulating linguistic dis-
course: hearing a narrative that puts linguistic focus on

one of the entities in a picture increases the likelihood
that the focused entity will be mentioned as Subject in
a subsequent description task. Crucially, Prat-Sala and
Branigan found that this discourse effect overrode the
influence of animacy: when an inanimate agent was
highlighted by previous linguistic discourse, it was men-
tioned as Subject more often than an animate patient.
Prat-Sala and Branigan thus argue that “inherent” influ-
ences, such as animacy, and “derived” influences, such
as linguistic context, have an additive effect on concep-
tual accessibility: “context can make an inherently acces-
sible entity still more accessible; but given a sufficiently
strong context, an inherently inaccessible entity may
be temporarily more accessible than in inherently acces-
sible entity” (p. 179).

In this theory of conceptual accessibility, none of the
influences on accessibility (inherent properties like
animacy, role properties like agency, discourse factors
like whether an entity is Given, or perceptual properties
like the size of an entity) has special priority. If the
purely additive proposal of Prat-Sala and Branigan
(2000) is correct, then conceptual factors such as
animacy and agency should not play a privileged role
in shaping conceptual accessibility. This framework
thus predicts that factors such as the linguistic
context and perceptual features of an event should, in
principle, be able to override both the animacy and
agency of the event in determining which entity is
most conceptually accessible.3

Such a result, however, would come as a surprise
given previous theoretical and empirical research. An
event in which an animate agent causes a change in
an inanimate patient constitutes a prototypical transi-
tive event, a pattern with high regularity across the
languages of the world (Dowty, 1991; Hopper & Thomp-
son, 1980; Tsunoda, 1985). As such, animacy and
agency, when combined, are assumed to have a
super-additive effect on conceptual accessibility, over-
riding more transient influences, such as whether a
picture of the inanimate patient was previously
viewed. In Bock et al. (1992), participants viewing
events with an animate agent and an inanimate
patient (e.g. a person carrying a boat) never produced
passive descriptions such as the boat was carried by
the person. These data suggest that when conceptual
properties such as animacy and agency are aligned, per-
ceptual and discourse factors are not likely to have an
effect on conceptual accessibility. Indeed, we are
aware of few studies within this psycholinguistic litera-
ture that explore the impact of animacy and agency on
conceptual accessibility; that is, few studies that pit
animate agents against inanimate patients (but see
Altmann & Kemper, 2006). Given the increasing
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number of studies over the past 10 years demonstrating
effects of visual perception on sentence production, we
ask here whether visual prominence can override
animacy and agency when they are aligned.

1.2. Visual prominence and language production

A wealth of research demonstrates that visual perceptual
factors affect Subject selection (Antón-Méndez, 2017;
Baltaretu, Krahmer, van Wijk, & Maes, 2016; Coco &
Keller, 2009; Coco & Keller, 2015; Flores d’Arcais, 1975;
Forrest, 1996; Gleitman et al., 2007; Hwang & Kaiser,
2015; Kuchinsky, 2009; Myachykov, Garrod, & Scheepers,
2012; Myachykov, Garrod, & Scheepers, 2018; Myachy-
kov, Thompson, Garrod, & Scheepers, 2012; Osgood,
1971; Osgood & Bock, 1977; Sridhar, 1988; Tomlin,
1997; Vogels et al., 2013a). For example, in Gleitman
et al. (2007), participants viewed illustrations with two
animate entities, such as a cat licking a dog. Just prior
to viewing the illustration, a square flashed briefly over
the space where one of the entities would ultimately
appear. When the square had flashed over the patient,
participants were more likely to produce a passive
description (e.g. the dog was licked by the cat) than
when the square had flashed over the agent.

What is the mechanism by which more visually promi-
nent referents are more likely to surface as Subject? Gleit-
man et al. (2007) argue that the dominant mechanism is
lexical access: that guiding the eyes to one of the entities,
in this case, the dog, facilitates access to the word dog,
which has the effect of promoting dog to the beginning
of the sentence. Myachykov, Thompson, Garrod, &
Scheepers (2012) propose a direct mapping from atten-
tional focus to the Subject position, based on the
finding that viewing a preview picture has the same
effect as the attention capture manipulation used by
Gleitman et al. (2007).

An alternate explanation is that visual prominence
affects Subject selection by influencing conceptual
accessibility, specifically, how an event is construed
(Antón-Méndez, 2017; Bock & Ferreira, 2014; Kuchinsky,
2009; Vogels et al., 2013a). Any single event in the
world can be construed in multiple ways; for example,
an event of one army running away from another can
be described as either chasing or fleeing (DeLancey,
1991; Fisher, Hall, Rakowitz, & Gleitman, 1994). This
notion of construal is similar to the notion of topic intro-
duced in Section 1.1. Kuchinsky (2009) showed events
that had a straightforward construal, as well as more
semantically ambiguous events. She found that the
attention capture manipulation used by Gleitman et al.
(2007) only affected Subject selection for the ambiguous

events (i.e. events with more than one likely construal),
suggesting that the visual manipulation of cuing eye
gaze directed participants toward a particular construal.
If cuing eye gaze only affected lexical access, then this
facilitation should have been the same for both straight-
forward and ambiguous events (see Bock & Ferreira,
2014, for discussion). Gleitman et al. themselves acknowl-
edge the possible role of event construal, which they
describe in terms of figure-ground assignment: “in our
dog-chasing-man scene, either the dog or the man can
be viewed as the Figure, and the surrounding infor-
mation will thus serve as the background” (p. 565). The
current study contributes to the debate on whether
visual prominence influences conceptual accessibility,
specifically, whether visual prominence influences the
perspective taken on an event.

1.3. Research approach

When people view events, a variety of factors determine
which referent is most conceptually accessible. We ask
here whether information about visual prominence can
override animacy and agency when they are aligned,
i.e. whether making an animate agent less visually promi-
nent decreases its conceptual accessibility relative to an
inanimate patient. We use Subject choice as a measure of
conceptual accessibility; that is, which entity is men-
tioned as Subject in a language production task, and
how sentences with different Subjects are interpreted
in a language comprehension task. The majority of
studies demonstrating perceptual effects on sentence
formulation involve two entities that are matched for
animacy (Antón-Méndez, 2017; Gleitman et al., 2007;
Hwang & Kaiser, 2015; Myachykov, Thompson, Garrod,
& Scheepers, 2012, 2012, 2018; Tomlin, 1997; Vogels
et al., 2013a; see also Griffin & Bock, 2000), perhaps
reflecting a tacit assumption that perceptual influences
will only reveal themselves when animacy is controlled
and thus not a factor. To address our question, we
selected an overt manipulation of visual prominence:
partial occlusion of one of the referents. Specifically, we
contrasted events where the face, torso and hands of
an animate agent were visible (Body-Agent events,
thus focusing attention on the agent) against events
where only the hand and forearm of the agent were
visible (Hand-Agent events, thus taking attention away
from the agent and focusing more on the patient).

We tested whether occluding the face and torso of an
animate agent leads this agent to be less conceptually
accessible, using both a sentence production task (Exper-
iments 1–2) and a sentence comprehension task (Exper-
iment 3). In Experiments 1–2, participants described
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videos of events and we measured whether the animate
agent or the inanimate patient was mentioned as
Subject. In Experiment 3, participants read a sentence
and had to choose which video (Body-Agent or Hand-
Agent) best matched the sentence; we measured
whether their choice of video differed depending on
whether the animate agent or the inanimate patient
was the Subject. The majority of previous studies investi-
gating conceptual accessibility have focused on
language production data. Nonetheless, data about
how people comprehend and interpret sentences are
also relevant to this question, and can provide conver-
ging evidence for an effect of visual prominence on con-
ceptual accessibility.

A variety of evidence predicts that this perceptual
manipulation (Body-Agent vs. Hand-Agent) should have
no effect. Animacy and agency are two of the strongest,
if not the strongest, predictors of Subject choice that
have been observed. A person’s hand is a strong cue to
both animacy and agency: infants as young as 9
months understand that hands are connected to
animate agents (Saxe, Tzelnic, & Carey, 2007; Slaughter
& Heron-Delaney, 2010; Woodward, 1998), and we use
our hands to explore and manipulate the world, as well
as to communicate through gesture and sign.

However, there is also empirical reason to believe
that visual prominence could override animacy.
Altmann and Kemper (2006) asked adults to formulate
sentences after viewing displays with three written
words – one animate noun, like butler; one inanimate
noun, like juice; and one verb, like stirred. The three
words were shown in a vertical list, and the authors
manipulated whether the inanimate noun was on the
top or the bottom of the list. When the inanimate
noun was on the top of the list, participants were 13%
more likely to produce a passive sentence than when
it was on the bottom of the list. A perceptual manipu-
lation can thus mitigate the strong effects of animacy
and agency. But this study was restricted to written
words – participants’ behaviour might reasonably be
different when viewing actual events, particularly
given the visual salience of people (Fletcher-Watson,
Findlay, Leekam, & Benson, 2008; Kirchner & Thorpe,
2006; New, Cosmides, & Tooby, 2007).

In Experiments 1–3, we manipulated the visual promi-
nence of an animate agent (Body-Agent vs. Hand-Agent).
In Experiment 4, we conducted a validation task to assess
whether participants rate the agent as having the same
level of animacy in the Body-Agent vs. Hand-Agent con-
ditions; participants rated the animacy of entities in
events and we measured whether animacy ratings
differed depending on whether an agent’s face was
visible or not.

2. Experiment 1

In Experiment 1, we assessed how speakers describe
Body-Agent events relative to Hand-Agent events,
using three different designs (Experiment 1A, Exper-
iment 1B, Experiment 1C).

2.1. Participants

English-speaking adults were tested on Amazon Mech-
anical Turk (Experiment 1A: N = 52, F = 17, age range =
21–57, mean age = 33; Experiment 1B: N = 16, F = 8, age
range = 20–55, mean age = 33; Experiment 1C: N = 16,
F = 5, age range = 20–50, mean age = 33). Participants
self-reported being native speakers of American
English, where native speaker was defined as someone
who lived in the United States prior to age 13, and
whose parents spoke English to them during that time.
Participants were also located in the United States. An
additional two participants were tested but excluded
for not being native English speakers. For completing
the study, participants received $1 (1A), $2.50 (1B), and
$2.50 (1C).

2.2. Design & materials

Experiment 1 used three types of videos: (1) In Body-
Agent videos, a person acted on an object (e.g. a
woman tipped over a book), and the person’s face,
torso and hands were visible throughout the video. (2)
In Hand-Agent videos, a person’s hand entered the
video frame from off screen, acted on the object, and
then exited the frame. (3) As a control condition, partici-
pants also described No Agent videos in which the
object acted on its own (e.g. a book fell over), with no
person visible in the video. We elicited descriptions of
these No Agent videos as a baseline measure of how
people describe events that have no animate agent at
all, and we expected intransitive descriptions, e.g. the
book fell over. Figure 1 shows still images from each of
these three conditions.

Experiment 1A had a between-subjects design: 18
people described Body-Agent videos, 18 people
described Hand-Agent videos, and 16 people described
No Agent videos. Experiment 1B had a within-subject
design in which participants described videos from
each of the Body-Agent, Hand-Agent, and No Agent con-
ditions in a randomised order. Experiment 1C had a
blocked within-subjects design in which participants
viewed Hand-Agent videos, then Body-Agent videos,
then No Agent videos. These three designs serve as an
opportunity for replication and also test whether partici-
pants only distinguish Body-Agent events from Hand-
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Agent events when they are observed contrastively, as in
a within-subjects design.

There were five different items (featuring three
different agents) across the three conditions: (1) a
woman tipping over a book/a book falling, (2) a
man shutting a jewellery box/a jewellery box shutting,
(3) a woman opening a dresser door/a dresser door
swinging open, (4) a woman pushing a tube down
into water/a tube sinking in water, and (5) a man
pushing a marker down a ramp/a marker rolling
down a ramp.

In addition to the test items, each participant also
described filler videos. In half of the fillers, a person per-
formed a repeated activity, such as jumping or spinning
in place (Activity fillers); in the other half, an inanimate
object was undergoing an action with no obvious start
or endpoint, such as a flag waving or water running in
a faucet (Object fillers). The purpose of these fillers was
to increase the variety in the stimuli, and to encourage

participants to produce sentences with an animate
object as Subject (Activity fillers, e.g. a man was
jumping) or with an inanimate object as Subject
(Object fillers, e.g. the flag was waving). The fillers were
presented randomly throughout the test items; there
were roughly equal numbers of fillers and test items
across Experiments 1A-C.

2.3. Procedure

For each video, participants typed a written description of
what they saw happening. Participants saw each video
once, and were told that their descriptions could be as
long or short as they liked. No time limit was imposed
on the descriptions, nor any restrictions on the form of
the description (e.g. a full sentence, a sentence with a
verb, etc.). Participants could make changes to their
descriptions within a single trial as they were typing, but
could not revisit their responses from previous trials.

2.4. Coding

Two research assistants coded each description as either
“active,” “passive,” “intransitive,” or “other.” Active
descriptions included an agent as Subject and a patient
as Object, as in a man pushed a pen down a slope, or a
hand spinning a tire on a rope. In passive descriptions,
the patient is the Subject, the verb is in past participle
form, and there is a passive auxiliary – BE, as in a small
tire swing was spun around; GET, as in some kind of tube
getting put in water; or HAVE, as in a makeshift ramp
has a marker rolled down it.4 We also coded whether
passive descriptions included an agentive by-phrase, as
in a small chest was shut by a man. In intransitive descrip-
tions, the patient is the Subject and there is no passive
morphology, as in the marker rolled down the cardboard
or book falls down. Descriptions coded as Other include
statives such as rotating tire on string and reflexives
such as a box closed itself. To establish reliability, the
first author coded a random 15% of the descriptions.
Agreement was 94% (1A), 97% (1B), and 100% (1C).

2.5. Results

The proportion of trials in which participants produced
active, passive, and intransitive descriptions for each of
the Body-Agent, Hand-Agent, and No Agent videos is
shown in Figure 2.

As expected, participants almost always produced
transitive descriptions (active or passive) in the Body-
Agent and Hand-Agent conditions, and intransitive
descriptions in the No Agent condition. The Body-
Agent and Hand-Agent conditions were not identical,

Figure 1. Examples of Body-Agent (A), Hand-Agent (B), and No
Agent (C) events in Experiment 1. In A and B a woman is
tipping over a book; in C a book is falling over.
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however. In all three experiments, participants produced
more passive descriptions in Hand-Agent than in Body-
Agent conditions – in Experiment 1A, Hand-Agent =
25% (SE = 5%) and Body-Agent = 4% (SE = 2%); in Exper-
iment 1B, Hand-Agent = 18% (SE = 4%) and Body-Agent
= 1% (SE = 1%), and in Experiment 1C, Hand-Agent =
29% (SE = 5%) and Body-Agent = 0%. To assess whether
these differences were statistically significant, we mod-
elled the data using logistic regression, where the depen-
dent variable was whether participants produced a
passive description. In Experiments 1A-B, we fit
regression models using glm for R (R Core Team, 2017),
where the possible predictor was Agent Type (Body-
Agent vs. Hand-Agent). There were significantly more
passive descriptions for Hand-Agent than Body-Agent
scenes in both Experiment 1A (β = 2.00, SE = .57, p
< .001) and in Experiment 1B (β = 2.82, SE = 1.05, p
< .01). In Experiment 1C, participants never produced
passive descriptions in the Body-Agent condition.
Because glm models do not provide reliable estimates
when the values of one of the levels of the dependent
variable have no variance, we modelled these data
using the logistf package for R, which uses Firth’s pena-
lised likelihood logistic regression (Firth, 1993). Again,
Agent Type was a significant predictor (β = 4.19, SE =
1.45, p < .001). 86% of the passive sentences produced
in Experiment 1 were short passives without a by-
phrase, e.g. the box was opened. This strong preference
for short passives is consistent with previous corpus
studies on English passive (Jespersen, 1992 [1924];
Stein, 1979; Thompson, 1987). Taken together, these

results demonstrate that visually deemphasizing the
agent can override the bias for animate agents to be
mentioned in Subject position.

3. Experiment 2

Experiment 1 demonstrated that English speakers are
more likely to use passive voice syntax when describing
Hand-Agent scenes than when describing Body-Agent
scenes. There were multiple perceptual differences
between the Body-Agent and Hand-Agent scenes – in
Hand-Agent scenes, the agent’s face/torso were absent
and the frame was more “zoomed in” on the patient. In
addition, in Body-Agent scenes, the agent was visible
for the entire duration of the event, whereas in Hand-
Agent scenes, the hand entered from off screen, per-
formed the action, and then exited. In Experiment 2,
we asked whether the absence of the face/torso would
alone override the conceptual bias to mention animate
agents in Subject position. We asked speakers to
describe a new set of stimuli in which the sole difference
between Body-Agent and Hand-Agent scenes was the
presence or absence of the face/torso.

3.1. Participants

32 native English-speaking adults participated in Exper-
iment 2 via Amazon Mechanical Turk, receiving $1.75
(F = 14, age range = 19–54, mean age = 29). These partici-
pants had not completed Experiments 1A–1C, as deter-
mined by Worker ID.

Figure 2. Proportion of responses coded as active, passive or intransitive in the Body-Agent, Hand-Agent and No Agent conditions, in
Experiments 1A–1C (1A: between subjects; 1B: within subjects randomized; 1C: within subjects blocked). Error bars show 95% confi-
dence intervals.
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3.2. Design, materials & procedure

In a between-subjects design, participants viewed videos
from one of two conditions: (1) Body-Agent or (2) Hand-
Agent. In the Body-Agent videos, a person rests his or her
hand on a table, then acts on an inanimate object, then
returns the hand to the resting position. Hand-Agent
videos are identical, except that a screen occludes the
person’s body, revealing only the hand and forearm.
There were seven items (performed by two different
women actors): tipping over a book, pushing a ball
down a ramp into a cup, closing a box, pushing a paint
roller down a ramp, rolling a cup across a table, grabbing
a hacky sack off of a box, and opening a box. Figure 3
includes still images from one of these items. In both
conditions, participants described seven Activity and
seven Object filler videos (as described in Experiment 1),
which were randomly interspersed among the Body-
Agent and Hand-Agent videos. We chose a between-sub-
jects design given that we observed an effect for all three
designs in Experiment 1, and a between-subject design
avoids possible concerns about interactions between
the conditions. Procedure and data coding were the
same as for Experiment 1. For Experiment 2, intercoder
reliability was 98%.

3.3. Results

The results of Experiment 2 are shown in Figure 4. We
again observed a contrast between the two conditions.
Participants produced passive descriptions on 20% of
Hand-Agent trials (SE = 4%) but only 5% of Body-Agent
trials (SE = 2%). We modelled these data as in Exper-
iments 1A-B. Participants were significantly more likely
to produce passive descriptions in the Hand-Agent con-
dition than in the Body-Agent condition (β = 1.48, SE
= .48, p < .01). Here, 100% of the passive descriptions
were short passives.

3.4. Discussion

Experiments 1–2 show that a perceptual manipulation of
occluding most of the agent’s body can override the
strong bias for animate agents to be mentioned in
Subject position. Does this result show that visually
occluding part of the agent leads the agent to have
lower conceptual accessibility? We argue that the
effects in Experiments 1–2 reflect conceptual differences
in event construal, i.e. figure-ground assignment. If
Hand-Agent events are construed as more patient-
oriented, that is, as having a more topical patient, this
focus would also lead to more passive descriptions.

However, an alternate (non-mutually exclusive) expla-
nation is that the increased use of passive voice in the
Hand-Agent condition reflects lexical processing. As
described in Section 1.2, Gleitman et al. (2007) argue
that covertly directing participants’ eye gaze to the
patient leads participants to retrieve the lexical item for
that patient more quickly than they would have
without the covert direction, resulting in more descrip-
tions with the patient in Subject position; that is, more

Figure 3. Examples of Body-Agent (A) and Hand-Agent (B)
events from Experiment 2. In the pictured event the woman is
shutting a box.

Figure 4. Proportion of responses coded as active, passive or
intransitive in the Body-Agent and Hand-Agent conditions in
Experiment 2. Error bars show 95% confidence intervals.
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passive descriptions. And in fact, in an eyetracking study,
Rissman, Goldin-Meadow, and Woodward (2018) found
that participants viewing Hand-Agent scenes directed
their initial fixation to the patient more often than partici-
pants viewing Body-Agent scenes did. Thus for Hand-
Agent scenes in Experiments 1–2, the lexical item for
the patient might be retrieved more rapidly than the
lexical item for the agent, leading to more passive
voice descriptions. Similarly, occluding the face in the
Hand-Agent condition could have reduced the number
of lexical options available for describing the agent.
Although participants in the Hand-Agent condition pro-
duced a variety of labels for the agent in their active
descriptions, including someone, a person and a hand,
they infrequently produced gendered labels such as
man and woman. Thus the fact that the gender of the
agent was more ambiguous in the Hand-Agent condition
could have increased the time needed to access a lexical
item for the agent.

To understand whether participants conceptualise
Body-Agent videos differently from Hand-Agent videos,
and whether these differences are associated with the lin-
guistically prominent Subject position, we sought conver-
ging evidence through a language comprehension task.
In Experiment 3, we conducted a matching task in which
participants viewed Body-Agent and Hand-Agent scenes
side-by-side, accompanied by a single sentence descrip-
tion. This sentence was either active or passive (agent is
Subject vs. patient is Subject), and participants’ task was
to select which video best matched the sentence. If
Body-Agent and Hand-Agent videos differ in the concep-
tual prominence of the agent, then participants should
match the passive sentence to a Hand-Agent video and
the active sentence to a Body-Agent video. If, alternatively,
the agent in Hand-Agent events is as conceptually promi-
nent as the agent in Body-Agent events, participants’ selec-
tionof one video over the other shouldnot bepredictedby
the type of sentence they are given (active vs. passive).
Lexical retrieval is not a factor in this task, as participants
were provided the sentence descriptions.

4. Experiment 3

In Experiment 3, we assessed whether participants
associate Body-Agent events with active sentences and
Hand-Agent events with passive sentences. We used
two different designs to test the robustness of any
observed effect (Experiment 3A, Experiment 3B).

4.1. Participants

Native English-speaking adults participated in Exper-
iment 3 via Amazon Mechanical Turk (Experiment 3A:

N = 22, F = 12, age range = 26–59, mean age = 37; Exper-
iment 3B: N = 63, F = 29, age range = 24–59, mean age =
37). These participants had not completed Experiments
1–2, as determined by Worker ID. An additional eight
participants were tested, but were excluded for several
reasons: inaccuracy on control trials (N = 3), being a
non-native speaker of English (N = 4), or having com-
pleted a previous experiment (N = 1). Participants
received $2.75 (3A) and $3 (3B).

4.2. Design, materials & procedure

Participants viewed two videos positioned on the left-
and right-hand sides of the screen. Beneath the videos
appeared a single sentence. Participants’ task was to
choose which video best matched the sentence. In the
crucial trials, a Body-Agent video was pitted against a
Hand-Agent video, and we asked whether participants
made a different selection when they were given an
active sentence rather than a passive sentence.

Experiment 3A featured a within-subjects design,
where participants viewed trials from each of the eight
conditions in Table 1. Conditions #1–2 are the crucial
test conditions and conditions #3–8 serve as controls –
will participants correctly select Body-Agent and Hand-
Agent videos over No Agent videos when the sentence
describes a transitive event (either active or passive
syntax), and will they correctly select No Agent videos
when the sentence is intransitive? No Agent videos
were perceptually matched to the Agent videos: in No
Agent [Body] videos, a person sat without moving
while an object underwent a change (e.g. a book
falling over). In No Agent [Hand] videos, the person
was occluded behind a screen but the hand was visible
throughout the duration of the non-agentive event.

In Experiment 3A, each participant saw four trials in
each condition, featuring four different items. Each par-
ticipant thus saw 32 trials, which were presented in a
pseudorandom order. In Experiment 3B, Sentence Type
(active vs. passive) was a between-subjects variable
and intransitive sentences were not tested. Given the
absence of intransitive sentences, participants only saw
trials from Conditions #1–6. Each participant saw eight
Body-Agent vs. Hand-Agent trials, eight Body-Agent vs.

Table 1. Conditions for Experiments 3A-B.
Condition Sentence type Video 1 Video 2

1 Active Body-Agent Hand-Agent
2 Passive Body-Agent Hand-Agent
3 Active Body-Agent No Agent [Body]
4 Active Hand-Agent No Agent [Hand]
5 Passive Body-Agent No Agent [Body]
6 Passive Hand-Agent No Agent [Hand]
7 Intransitive Body-Agent No Agent [Body]
8 Intransitive Hand-Agent No Agent [Hand]
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No Agent [Body] trials, and eight Hand-Agent vs. No
Agent [Hand] trials. These 24 trials were presented in
random order. In both studies, the appearance of Video
1 and Video 2 on the left vs. right-hand sides of the
screen was counterbalanced. The particular stimulus
items were drawn from Experiment 2.

We selected short passive sentences for this task, as
the vast majority of the passive descriptions produced
in Experiments 1–2 were short passives. All sentences
featured gerund syntax, e.g. a box being closed,
because sentences with a past participle (e.g. a box
was closed) are ambiguous between a passive reading,
in which someone closed the box, and a stative
reading, in which the box was in a closed-state.5 Active
sentences contained an indefinite subject, e.g. someone
rolling a ball into a cup, to avoid the issue that the
gender of the agent is relatively ambiguous in Hand-
Agent videos. See supplementary materials for full list
of sentences.

Participants were told that, in each trial, they would
see an English sentence accompanied by two videos,
and that their task was “to choose the video that best
matches the English sentence.”

4.3. Results

Participants were excluded from analysis if they scored
less than 87% correct on the control conditions (Exper-
iment 3A ∼ 21/24; Experiment 3B ∼ 14/16 trials). Three
participants failed to meet this criterion (3A: N = 2; 3B:
N = 1). For the remaining participants, the mean scores

on the control conditions were 96% (3A) and 98% (3B).
Turning to the crucial test conditions, Figure 5 shows
the proportion of Body-Agent vs. Hand-Agent trials
where participants chose the Body-Agent video, for
both active and passive sentences.

In Body-Agent vs. Hand-Agent trials, participants may
have had a baseline bias to choose one type of video
over the other (e.g. participants may prefer a video
with a person’s face, all else being equal). For this
reason, we tested whether rates of selecting the Body-
Agent video were different for active vs. passive sen-
tences, rather than testing whether selection of the
Body-Agent video differed from chance in each sentence
condition. The data in Figure 5 show that participants
were more likely to choose the Body-Agent video
when they saw an active sentence than when they saw
a passive sentence in both Experiments 3A and 3B. We
modelled the likelihood of choosing the Body-Agent
video using mixed-effects logistic regression and the
lme4 package for R (Bates & Maechler, 2009). For Exper-
iment 3A, the best-fitting model included Subject as a
random effect and Sentence Type (active vs. passive) as
a fixed effect, but not Item as a random effect. In this
model, participants chose the Body-Agent video more
often when the sentence was active than when it was
passive (β = 2.09, SE = .42, p < .001). For Experiment 3B,
the best-fitting model also included Subject as a
random effect and Sentence Type (active vs. passive) as
a fixed effect, but not Item as a random effect. Again, par-
ticipants chose the Body-Agent video more often when
the sentence was active than when it was passive (β =
3.15, SE = .92, p < .001).

4.4. Discussion

We found in Experiment 3 that participants were more
likely to select a Body-Agent video given an active sen-
tence than a passive sentence. These results suggest
that participants conceptually distinguish Body- and
Hand-Agent events: that the latter are more patient-
oriented than the former. This interpretation supports
the findings of Kuchinsky (2009), Vogels et al. (2013a),
Bock and Ferreira (2014) and Antón-Méndez (2017),
who argue that differences in visual prominence
affect not only lexical retrieval but also event construal
(i.e. figure-ground assignment), and thereby conceptual
accessibility. We suggest that in Experiment 3, when
participants were given an agent-oriented syntactic
form (an active sentence), they were more likely to
choose a Body-Agent video because these videos high-
light the role of the agent more than Hand-Agent
videos do (i.e. the agent is more conceptually
prominent).

Figure 5. Proportion of Body-Agent vs. Hand-Agent trials where
the Body-Agent video was chosen, for each sentence type in
Experiments 3A and 3B. Error bars show 95% confidence
intervals.
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An alternate explanation for our findings in Exper-
iment 3 is that the indefinite label we used for the
agent, someone, biased participants to choose the
Body-Agent videos (in the same manner that a label
such as the woman would introduce a bias for Body-
Agent videos). Indefinite descriptions, however, are
used precisely when the identity of a referent is under-
specified: for the Hand-Agent descriptions in Exper-
iments 1–2, someone was the Subject in 33% of active
descriptions. For Body-Agent videos, by contrast,
someone was never the Subject of an active description.
It is therefore unlikely that the lexical content of someone
biased participants in Experiment 3 to choose Body-
Agent videos.

Taken together, Experiments 1–3 indicate that par-
tially occluding an animate agent decreases its concep-
tual accessibility. However, we cannot rule out the
possibility that the sentence production results from
Experiments 1–2 reflect differences in lexical accessibil-
ity, and it is of course possible that the differing descrip-
tions for Body-Agent vs. Hand-Agent scenes were
driven by differences in both lexical and conceptual
accessibility. But the fact that we found similar results
in Study 3, a comprehension task where lexical access
was not a factor, as the sentences were given to the par-
ticipants, supports the interpretation that people con-
strue Body-Agent and Hand-Agent events in different
ways. Although the relation between representations
underlying production vs. comprehension is a topic of
long-standing debate, few researchers argue that
these representations are strictly separate (see Kit-
tredge & Dell, 2016; Meyer, Huettig, & Levelt, 2016, for
review). More importantly for the current study, concep-
tual representations of events serve as input to both
language production and language comprehension,
and production findings (here, the likelihood of men-
tioning the agent vs. patient as Subject) and compre-
hension findings (here, different interpretations for
agent vs. patient Subjects) both reflect how people con-
ceptualise events.

5. Experiment 4

This final experiment serves to validate the methodology
used in Experiments 1–3. Our goal in this paper is to
understand whether visual prominence can have such
a strong effect on conceptual accessibility that it can
override animacy and agency when they are aligned.
Importantly, we do not know whether the Body-Agent
videos and Hand-Agent videos used in our studies are,
in fact, matched on the two relevant conceptual dimen-
sions, animacy and agency. Participants describing
Hand-Agent videos almost never produced intransitive

descriptions such as the book fell over, indicating that
participants do represent the hand as an agent. But the
face of a person is a strong cue to animacy (Johnson,
Slaughter, & Carey, 1998; Kuhlmeier, Wynn, & Bloom,
2003), raising the possibility that participants conceptual-
ise the agent in Body-Agent videos asmore animate than
the agent in Hand-Agent videos. We tested this possible
explanation in Experiment 4 using an animacy rating
task.

5.1. Participants

36 Native English-speaking adults participated in Exper-
iment 4 via Amazon Mechanical Turk (F = 14, age
range = 21–58, mean age = 35). These participants had
not completed Experiments 1–3. An additional twelve
participants were tested, but were excluded either due
to inaccuracy on control trials (N = 10) or for being a
non-native speaker of English (N = 2). Participants
received $2.

5.2. Design, materials & procedure

Participants viewed live-action videos and rated the
animacy of one of the entities in each video. Videos
were drawn from eight different conditions, shown in
Table 2.

The Body and Hand trials were the crucial test con-
ditions; the stimuli for these conditions were the same
as in the Body-Agent and Hand-Agent conditions in
Experiments 2 & 3, with the person occluded behind a
screen in the Hand condition. Activity and Object trials
served as control conditions, as these featured

Table 2. Conditions for Experiment 4 with example videos.
Condition Description Examples

Body A person causes a change in an
inanimate object; face/torso
is visible

A person knocks over a book,
a person pushes a ball down
a ramp

Hand A person causes a change in an
inanimate object; face/torso
is hidden behind a screen

A hand shuts a box, a hand
grabs a ball off a box

Activity A person performs an activity
(not on an object); face/torso
is visible

A person runs in place, a
person jumps up and down

Object An inanimate object is involved
in an event

Water runs in a sink, a top
spins on a table

No Agent An inanimate object undergoes
a change on its own

A book tips over, a marker
rolls down a ramp

Animal A non-human animal performs
an action

A tiger licks her cub, a frog
hops on a log

Plant A plant grows/changes Time lapse footage of a flower
blooming, time lapse
footage of a seed sprouting

Machine A machine or robot performs a
function

A robot walking up a hill, an
industrial slicer chopping
vegetables
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unambiguously animate and unambiguously inanimate
entities, respectively. The remaining conditions served
to vary the stimuli and to encourage participants to
use the full range of the scale. The Activity, Object, and
No Agent videos were the same as in Experiment 1. In
all videos, the target entity was moving, so that partici-
pants would not conflate being static with being
inanimate.

We tested eight videos per condition, with the excep-
tion that the No Agent condition contained only four
videos. For the seven conditions where eight videos
were tested, each participant viewed four videos
selected at random from the group of eight. Each partici-
pant viewed all four of the No Agent videos. Thus, each
participant viewed 32 videos (four videos in each of
eight conditions), presented in a random order.

In each trial, the video began with a one-second still
frame, with a coloured dot placed over one of the enti-
ties. In the Body trials, for example, the coloured dot
was placed over the person’s chest. The video then
began playing and the coloured dot disappeared. Each
video lasted about four seconds and was followed by
another one-second still frame, with the coloured dot
appearing again over the same entity. Participants
were instructed to rate the animacy of the entity
picked out by the coloured dot on a scale from 1 to 7,
where 1 corresponded to “not animate at all” and 7 cor-
responded to “highly animate.” Following work by Dahl
(2008) and Dahl and Fraurud (1996), we defined
animacy for participants using the following text:
“There is no single definition of animacy, but animacy
is associated with: entities that are alive, entities that
have minds, and entities that can act (i.e. perform
actions in the world).” Previous studies have elicited
judgments about animacy by asking participants to
rate the extent to which an entity is “alive” (Tremoulet
& Feldman, 2000), or is “animate” (Radanović, Westbury,
& Milin, 2016). We selected the instructions above in
order to elicit a notion of animacy that distinguishes

humans from plants (which are both alive), and
because we were not confident that participants would
have strong notions about the meaning of “animate”
without any additional instruction.

5.3. Results

Participants needed to rate the Activity trials at least 2
points higher than Object trials to be included in the
analysis. 10 participants failed to meet this criterion.
The remaining 36 participants ranked Activity trials 4.7
points higher on average than Object trials. Figure 6
shows the average animacy rating for each of the eight
conditions in Table 2.

We tested for a main effect of condition using
Friedman’s ANOVA, as the rating data was ordinal
rather than interval. Animacy ratings were not the
same across the eight conditions (Friedman’s χ2(8) =
255.7, p < .001). We conducted post hoc tests to
assess differences between conditions using the fried-
manmc function and pgirmess package for R. Table 3
shows the difference value for each pairwise compari-
son, where 64.9 was the critical difference value for α
= .05, with Bonferroni correction for multiple compari-
sons. Significant comparisons are indicated by a
shaded cell.

Table 3 shows that the animacy ratings for the Body
and Hand videos were not statistically different from
the animacy ratings for the Activity and Animal videos,
and were not statistically different from each other. All
four of these event types elicited high animacy judg-
ments (6.2–6.6 on a scale from 1 to 7).

5.4. Discussion

We found no evidence in Experiment 4 that participants
conceptualise a human agent as being more animate
when the face of the human is visible than when the
face is hidden behind a screen. It is possible that our
measure was not sensitive enough to capture a true
difference in representation of animacy between the
Body and Hand conditions, or that our instructions
biased participants to report that Body and Hand
scenes are more similar than they actually are.
However, we did find that participants were willing to
rate other entities as having intermediary animacy
status, namely plants and machines. In addition, the
animacy ratings for the Body and Hand conditions
were nearly identical and did not differ statistically
from the ratings for Activity videos, which was our
high-animacy control condition. These findings therefore
moderate concerns that the agents in the Body-Agent

Figure 6. Average animacy rating on a 1–7 point scale for each of
the video types in Experiment 4. Error bars show 95% confidence
intervals.
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and Hand-Agent videos from Experiments 1–3 do not
share the same animacy status.

Humans are highly prone to interpret the behaviour
of a seemingly inanimate entity as animate given
sufficient context, for example, by simply having eyes
(Hamlin, Wynn, & Bloom, 2007; Lowder & Gordon,
2015; Nieuwland & Van Berkum, 2006). The reverse, con-
ceptualising an animate entity as inanimate, that is, as
not having the potential to act or think, may be more
difficult (Vogels, Krahmer, & Maes, 2013b). Experiment
4 indicates that, for simple causative actions, occluding
the face of the agent does not diminish the perception
of animacy.

6. General discussion

This paper explored perceptual influences on how we
think about events, measured through the lens of lin-
guistic description and interpretation. In Experiments
1–2, we found that English-speakers were more likely
to produce passive descriptions when only the hand of
an agent was visible, that is, when the animate agent
was perceptually minimised and the inanimate patient
was perceptually maximised. In Experiment 3, we
found that speakers were more likely to choose a video
with a perceptually minimised agent when comprehend-
ing a passive description than when comprehending an
active description. Previous researchers have argued that
the conceptual accessibility of an entity is the sum of
various conceptual, perceptual, and discourse properties
of that entity and its role in the event (Prat-Sala & Brani-
gan, 2000). Consistent with this theory, we found, in a
series of experiments, that visual prominence can over-
ride animacy and agency even when they are aligned
to determine which referent in an event is most concep-
tually accessible. Conceptual properties of events do not
appear to have a privileged role in shaping conceptual
accessibility, highlighting the power of visual promi-
nence in guiding event conceptualisation and sub-
sequent linguistic description and interpretation.

An important debate in the literature on how visual
perceptual cues affect language production concerns
the mechanism of these effects. Gleitman et al.

(2007) and Myachykov et al. (2012), among others,
argue that visual perceptual effects are not modulated
by structured conceptual representations of events. In
Experiments 1–2, for example, it is likely that speakers
were faster to fixate on the patient in the Hand-Agent
condition (where the patient was perceptually promi-
nent) than in the Body-Agent condition (see Rissman
et al., 2018). It could therefore be true that partici-
pants in the Hand-Agent condition were faster to
access a lexical item for the patient, e.g. “book,”
which would then be placed in Subject position,
resulting in a passive sentence. Participants in the
Hand-Agent condition also did not have sufficient
information to access lexical labels such as man and
woman.

Further research is needed to test the influence of
lexical accessibility in driving the production results in
Experiments 1–2. If the Hand-Agent events were
modified such that they included stronger cues to
gender (e.g. long, painted fingernails on the hand) and
these events elicited more active descriptions, this
would suggest that greater access to the lexical item
woman can influence whether the agent is mentioned
as the Subject. It is theoretically possible that differences
in lexical access are the only factor driving our pro-
duction findings. However, the results from the compre-
hension task in Experiment 3 (where lexical access is not
an issue since the sentences are presented to the partici-
pants) suggest that Body-Agent scenes and Hand-Agent
scenes are construed as having different levels of agent/
patient prominence, and that speakers associate these
different levels of prominence with different syntactic
structures. In turn, this finding supports the interpret-
ation that manipulations of visual prominence can
affect conceptual accessibility, specifically, figure-
ground assignment. As hypothesised by Vogels et al.
(2013a), Subject choice “may be affected by protagonist
or figure-ground assignment, which may be separate
from the accessibility of the mental representations
associated with individual entities” (p. 1345).

The difference that we observed between Body-Agent
and Hand-Agent events has methodological implications
– psycholinguistic researchers often show experimental

Table 3. Friedman’s post hoc pairwise comparisons for the conditions in Experiment 4.
Activity Animal Body Hand Plant Machine Object No Agent

Activity
Animal 16
Body 18 2
Hand 28 12 10
Plant 128 112 110 100
Machine 125 106 104 94 5
Object 179 163 161 151 51 56
No Agent 192 176 174 164 65 70 13
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stimuli featuring just the hand of an agent, rather than
the entire face and torso (e.g. Goldin-Meadow, Brentari,
Coppola, Horton, & Senghas, 2015; Novack, Wakefield,
& Goldin-Meadow, 2016; Woodward, 1998; among
others). Since speakers describe and interpret Hand-
Agent scenes differently from Body-Agent scenes, exper-
imenters need to consider whether relevant agentive
information is being lost from the stimulus by not
showing the face/torso. In other words, Hand-Agent
scenes are a more ambiguous representation of an agen-
tive event than Body-Agent scenes, which means that
they might not be the cleanest way to elicit knowledge
of, and language about, agentivity.

Our findings raise several unanswered questions. First,
is the absence of the face per se driving our results? In
Experiments 1–3, the face was absent from the Hand-
Agent condition, but there were also fewer agent-
pixels in the Hand-Agent condition than the Body-
Agent condition. One possibility is that we would find
the same increase in passive descriptions simply by
making the agent in the videos visually smaller, but still
showing the face/torso. Alternatively, removing the
face may have an important impact simply because
face processing has a privileged status in human cogni-
tion (Kanwisher, 2000), although we did find in Exper-
iment 4 that occluding the face led to no decrease in
perceived animacy. If the presence/absence of the face
is the decisive factor, then showing the agent’s torso
and head, but occluding the face (e.g. by blurring the
face digitally) should lead to more passive descriptions
than an unoccluded face.

A second unanswered question pertains to the role of
modality effects in accounting for the findings in Exper-
iments 1–2. As described in Section 1, Bock et al. (1992)
reported that participants in their priming studies never
produced passive descriptions of events with an
animate agent and an inanimate patient, in stark contrast
to the results of our experiments. Note, however, that
passive is more common in written language than
spoken language, at least in English (Biber, 1988), and
that participants in our experiments (unlike Bock’s)
were always typing. We may have been able to
observe a perceptual effect on animacy/agency simply
because we elicited descriptions in a modality that pro-
motes passive use.

Experiment 3 suggested that the contrast between
Body-Agent and Hand-Agent scenes influences event
construal, that is, figure-ground assignment. A third
unanswered question then is – at what stage of event
processing is this difference in construal represented?
One possibility is that these different construals
emerge rapidly in event processing, corresponding to
different eye gaze patterns, with speakers visually

inspecting Body-Agent scenes differently from Hand-
Agent scenes. Alternatively, these different construals
might reflect differences in higher-level implicit reason-
ing, rather than differences in patterns of visual inspec-
tion. For example, speakers may make the pragmatic
inference that the agent must be less important in the
Hand-Agent scenes, otherwise the experimenters
would have shown the entire agent. Or, participants
may have a general conceptual bias against representing
only part of an object as the Figure, a bias which should
be manifest for other types of referents, e.g. part of a
boat. Tracking participants’ eye gaze during the task in
Experiments 1–2, and comparing visual inspection of
Body-agent scenes vs. Hand-Agent scenes, would allow
researchers to explore these alternatives.

7. Conclusion

The ability to construe events from multiple perspectives
is pervasive in language and cognition: the same event in
the world may be described alternatively as kicking a ball
or playing soccer, and languages differ in terms of how
events are commonly construed linguistically. In this
study, we investigated the interplay between conceptual
and perceptual influences on sentence formulation and
sentence interpretation. Although the influence of
animacy and agency has been extensively documented,
the interaction of these factors with perceptual influ-
ences has received less attention. We find that decreas-
ing the perceptual prominence of an animate agent,
and thereby increasing the perceptual prominence of
an inanimate patient, affects the conceptual accessibility
of the agent. This manipulation affects production,
decreasing the likelihood that the agent will be pro-
duced as the Subject of the sentence, as well as compre-
hension, influencing how participants interpret active vs.
passive sentences. Thus, perceptual information can, at
times, override conceptual cues over the course of
event representation, shedding light on event construal
at the linguistic/non-linguistic interface.

Notes

1. We take the term “agent” to roughly indicate an entity
who initiates an event, playing a causal role, and
“patient” to indicate an entity who is affected by an
agent (see Jackendoff, 1990; Dowty, 1991).

2. According to Bock and Warren (1985), “conceptual role
differences may themselves be ordered in terms of
accessibility, with roles such as that of the agent being
more accessible than that of the patient” (p. 64).

3. Prat-Sala and Branigan (2000) explicitly discuss inherent
properties of referents, such as animacy and concrete-
ness, as well as derived properties, such as linguistic
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and non-linguistic context. We additionally consider in
this paper the effects of thematic role on conceptual
accessibility (what van Nice & Dietrich, 2003, call “role
accessibility”), as well as effects of visual prominence
(see Vogels et al., 2013b).

4. Sentences lacking a passive auxiliary were still coded as
Passive if the verb was incompatible with a non-agentive
event, e.g. book knocked over or pipe dunked under water.
Of the 101 Passive descriptions across Experiments 1-2,
these were the only two exemplars lacking a passive
auxiliary.

5. We used gerunds (e.g., a box being closed) rather than
past tense sentences (e.g., a box was closed) because,
on their stative reading, past tense sentences are
equally felicitous at the end of Body-Agent events as at
the end of Hand-Agent events, as both of these events
end with a box in a closed-state. Although clausal
gerunds lack tense and agreement, they do license
overt subjects, which get assigned case, the syntactic
property most relevant to the active vs. passive distinc-
tion (Pires, 2006).
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